
Application for 
        credit insurance Version 1.0

Please fill out the back!

After filling in the application
Please email the application to contact.dk@allianz-trade.com.
You will receive an offer containing the premium rate as well as other conditions. If you have requested assessment of 
buyers, you will also receive a list of buyers, including the result of our credit assessment.

More information?
Please contact one of our sales consultants at +45 88 33 33 88 or send an email to contact.dk@allianz-trade.com. 

Company name

Address

Company reg. no. Contact

Telephone Email

Credit insurance at present? Yes No

Financial period

Bank

Sort code Account no

Fixed time of 
credit - generally

Fixed time of  
credit - maximum

Allianz Trade is the trademark used to designate a range of services provided by Euler Hermes

Offer requested for

All buyers with expected outstandings, exceeding (min. EUR 3,350)

Domestic buyers with expected outstandings, exceeding (min. EUR 3,350)

Export buyers with expected outstandings, exceeding (min. EUR 3,350)

mailto:contact.dk%40allianz-trade.com?subject=
mailto:contact.dk%40allianz-trade.com?subject=


Euler Hermes Danmark 
Branch of Euler Hermes SA, 
Belgium, 
Møntergade 5, 
DK-1116 København K  

Tel: +45 88 33 33 88
contact.dk@allianz-trade.com 
www.allianz-trade.dk
Org. no.: 21 32 07 06

Allianz Trade is the trademark used to designate a range of services provided by Euler Hermes

Euler Hermes SA 
Avenue des Arts 56 
BE-1000 Brussels 
VAT: BE 0403.248.596 RPM Brussels 
Insurance company, registered under code 418

0008 2022:01

Turnover according to latest acounting year Turnover for this accounting year

Domestic

Export

Country Turnover according to latest acounting year Turnover for this accounting year

Company name Reg.no. Amount

Year Total losses on buyers Largest single-loss Number of losses

Allocation of buyers Domestic buyers aprox. Balance approx. Export number approx. Balance approx

Over 40,000

13,400 - 40,000

3,350 - 13,400

Total

Turnover, in EUR

Major export markets

List the 10 major buyers

Specification of losses on buyers the latest 3 years

Analysis of balance, average of the latest accounting years
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